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It is

equally true that

many

of the world's benefac-

ha*e acquired their chief claim

spite of their efforts,

Two

Jives.

stone,"

i.

to distinction

— by the failure or unforeseen

sults of ^the projects that

formed the ideals

in

re-

of their

alchemists, in quest of the "philosopher's
the secret of turning brass into gold,

e.,

stumbled upon the invention of gunpowder and porcelain.
Columbus achieved his great discovery in the
attempt to reach Eastern Asia by crossing the Atlantic and apply the profits of his conquests to the redemption of the Holy Grave. The sectarian fervor of
the Mayflower Pilgrims sowed the seeds of that political

Protestantism that bore

its fruits in

the Declaration

Independence, and Professor Huxley, the would-be
founder of an agnostic school of philosophy, will be
of

remembered

chiefly for the success of collateral labors

that helped to extend the realm of the knowable.

Thomas Huxley, during

the last ten years of his

"best rewarded
British men of science, and
both respects chiefly to the

career, could claim to be at once the

and best hated

owed

" of all

his distinction in

force

and almost unrivalled

made

his

ists

and a

name

lucidity of his style that

the dread of theological controversial-

star of the lecture-hall galaxy.

His prepa-

ratory studies covered a large field of inquiry,

but

probably identical
with that of the remarkably large number of lawyers
who, like Scott, \'oltaire, Goethe, Brougham, and Ingersoll, eventually turned their attention to miscellaneous literature, viz., the preliminary training in the art

the secret of his literary success

of

handling abstruse topics

ligible

in

is

an attractive and

intel-

manner.

In 1846, surgeon Huxley, one of the most ambitious

young graduates

of the

Charing-Cross Medical

College, applied for an appointment on the scientific

" Rattlesnake," a vessel equipped to
Reef that
for
a
distance
twelve
coast
of
Australia
of
skirts the
The
application
was
endorsed
by a
miles.
hundred
staff of

H. M.

Author and Publisher.

number

L. OS\V.\LD.

The philosopher Condorcet, in his essay on the
" Value of Public Opinion," remarks that " fame may
be achieved without personal effort, since many princes
are born with a hereditary claim to immortality."
tors

of siving full credit to
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survey the intricate channels of the Barrier

of recommendations that left no doubt of the
candidate's competence and his appointment as assistant surgeon eased the strain on his private resources
without seriously interfering with his project of scien-

researches.
His monographs, published in the
course of the next three years are as readable as his
countryman's "Letters from High Latitudes," though
it might be doubted if Voltaire himself could have

tific

many sparks from such topics as "The Anatomy and Affinities of thfe Family of the Medusa?,"
"The Morphology of Cephalous Mollusks," or "Anatomy of the Intertropical Brachiopoda." His treatise
struck

on the

first of

those ultra-dry-as-dust subjects was acand popularised by the publishers of

tually reprinted

and with the addition of
interesting enough to
create a demand for a second edition.
After that tour de force it was a mere trifle for the
PhilosopJtical Transactions,

made

chatty foot-notes was

ingenious young savant to

make his Observations on
Glacip-s as attractive as a novel, and in 1854 he was
appointed professor of natural history in the Royal
College of Mines, in place of Dr. Edward Forbes, and
held that office combined with the curatorship of the

Museum of Practical Geology. One of the terms of
the Professor's appointment involved the duty of delivering a yearly course of six lectures to

and the reprints

of

some

of zoological, biological,

workingmen,

of these lectures (on a variety

and sanitary topics) were sold

together with Charles Reade's short stories and popular song-books, on the book-stands of the English
railway stations.

In 1856,

the publication of his

first

i.

e.,

just ten j'ears after

essay, he could afford to

treat himself to a six month's vacation, and accompanied his friend Tyndall to Switzerland.
His notes
on that trip furnished material for a large number of
treatises

turn to

and magazine contributions, and on

London and

his re-

work on
Man's Place in Nature, honors were showered upon
him till he became the greatest living pluralist of secular office-tenure, and the appointments which the
state of his health obliged him to resign in 1885 included that of an Examiner in the University of Lonthe publication of his

don, FuUerian Professor at the Royal College of Surgeons, President of the Ethnological Society, Presi-

dent

of

the British Association, Secretary and Presi-
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dent of the Geological Societ)', Secretary of the Royal
Society, Inspector of the Royal Commission of Sea
BeFisheries, and several educational committees.
sides,

he was

a

member

of

numerous foreign

scientific

associations, of the Institute of France, of the Berlin
etc., etc., and received medals from not less
than twenty-three different universities and learned

Academy,

His contributions

societies.

were

to the periodical press

great request, and those almost endless deupon his mental resources may have first sug-

in

mands

gested the idea of narrowing the scope of discussion
by discouraging a certain class of metaphysical controversies.
It has been justly remarked that Freethought ought
have a constructive as well as destructive mission,
that no physical or hyperphysical creed can be founded
on negative dogmas and that in all branches of human
pursuit the knowable concerns us more than the unknowable (or rather unknown), but on the other hand
some of the opponents of the accomplished sceptic

to

have gone too far in describing
ern Pyrrhonism."

his doctrine as

"mod-

deference to his

Vingc an

Like Kant, he holds that the

critics.

phenomena

the essence of which

sick,

are

the reflexion, must remain inscrutable, and he admits
a misgiving that the Proteus of

animated nature, the

Urkeim of organic life, will continue to evade the
grasp of protoplasm-mongers, but his chief protests
are aimed against theological wind- mill fights, and it
is not improbable that the main motive of his "agnostic" argumentations was the desire to moderate the
virulence of hyperphysical controversies by showing
the slender basis for dogmatic positivism on either
side.
He is, indeed, fair enough to rebuke atheistical
bigotry in its aggressive forms, as in a remarkable
passage of his Life of Hume, where he exposes the
fallacy of certain ex-cathedra statements of what Heinrich

Heine once called the "high clergy

of material-

ism."
It

would

also

seem

that Huxley's

own

tenets as to

the limits of the knowable underwent considerable

modifications in the course of the last fifteen years.

Previous to 1862 he appears to have tried to avoid
theological discussions altogether

Pyrrho, the all-doubter, denied the competence of
human reason, not only in regard to metaphysical
speculations, but as to all problems of cosmology,

to the

—a

maxim which

Professor Helmholtz, by the way, contrived to observe

But

very end of his literary career.

Sennotis and

some

of his

magazine

in his

articles

Lay

and bio-

astronomy, and biology; he ridicules the attempts of

graphical sketches there occur passages that evince a

star-gazers to solve the mysteries of the solar system,
of ethnologists who ponder the origin of autochthones,

leaning to his friend Tyndall's type of pantheism, and
after the publication

of

"that may or may not have sprung from grasshoppers
for all that we can know or should care"; he gcouts

Huxley stuck

"agnosticism" mainly as

the idea of ascertaining the principles of a true aristocratic administration, "the government of the best,"

The hue and cry of the atheist-baiters has really
been abated, if not silenced, by the plea of neutrality,
and Huxley's shibboleth became almost as popular

the causes of earthquakes and storms, the origin of
life (spontaneous generation having been discussed by

some

of his

contemporaries), and, like Socrates in his

despondent moods, holds that the main test of true
wisdom is the readiness to admit that we can really

know nothing

at

all.

Huxley's agnosticism had a very different

He

cance.

time, labor,

sionaries of
topics.

He

signifi-

enormous amount of
and parchment which the scholastic vithe Middle Ages wasted on purely fatuous
calls attention to the

mentions theologians who quarrelled

like

bull-dogs about the gala-day dress of the Holy Virgin

and the comparative speed of winged demons and
heavenly messengers. He enumerates scores of theosophical problems that have been argued with battleaxes, though a vestige of common sense should have
recognised them as more unprofitable than a dispute
He admits
about the age of the man in the moon.
that the comparative importance of the various sciences must remain a mooted question, but urges the
expedience of avoiding further waste of time by proclaiming a truce in squabbles on plainly unknowable
"evasive subjects," as he once calls them in
topics

—

to

his

the

Gladstone controversy,
to a

shield against the charge of irreligion.

with a certain class of non-aggressive freethinkers as

Darwin's "universal solvent of biological difficulties,"
the "survival of the fittest," " Do you deny the omnipotence of the Creator?" "Dare you question the
doctrine of resurrection? Of sheol and paradise?"

were questions that had not lost their peril since the
abolishment of the Inquisition.
"Deny it? No, indeed," the defendant could now reply, with an American disciple of Huxley, "positive denial would be as
absurd as positive assertion, but there can be no possible harm in being honest enough to confess the simple truth that we cannot know anything about it."
Gnostics like Plotinus might have suggested the
expedience of revising that tenet by approaching the
problems of soul-life from a different point of view,
but Huxley's friends and foes fell to quarrelling about
the duty of belief in the Thirty-nine Articles sense of
the word, and in the meantime the patriarch of agnosticism availed himself of the respite to continue his
biological studies, and enjoy his intervals of literary

But when
was misconstrued

labor in the Scotch and Swiss Highlands.
his personal preference for neutrality
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provoking a manner, the ex-champion

in too

of

the

Ealing Debating Club decided to try conclusions with
a representative orthodox, and adroitly managed to

opponents bear the odium of the challenge to
the Gladstone controversy.
In a political arena the
sage of Hawarden could have held his own against
any European contemporary, but had no reason to
thank the friends who had urged him to encounter the
great biologist on his own ground. No forensic ability
could outweigh that disadvantage, and he proved to
be as clearly out of his element as Samuel Johnson
arguing on politics.
The result of that controversy secured the victor
for years from the risk of direct attacks, but Huxley
was far from overrating the significance of that triumph
and still further from underrating the difficulties of a
let his

evidently been suggested by the weakening of military
and the predominance of the industrial

sentiment
spirit

in

American society. It is the international
Canada and the United States that is

trade between

believed to furnish an instrument of coercive action
and the assumption is made that a particular commercial policy of the United States towards Canada would

;

render existence,

or, at least, tolerable existence, impossible for the latter, except as an integral part of the
former.

In
to

some quarters

politicians carried

political

—

all

Still

had not

Duke

potent

the established state of dog-

allies of

affairs.

of

ceeism

"

he found solace in the thought that his seed
all fallen on barren ground, and what the
Argyle called the "dreariness of his Saddu.

must

have been clieered by guaran-

for years

tees of an eternal

abode

in the

Temple

of Science.

CAN CANADA BE COERCED INTO THE UNION?
A

Canadian View.

BY PROF.

Most
it

of

of those

who

J

CLARK MURRAY.

read this question will answer

probably at once, and possibly with an expression
some sentiment, surprise, ridicule, or even mdig-

—

The United

States are commonly supposed
have abandoned so completely the ideas and sentiments of militar}' civilisation, that the spirit which
seeks national glory in the extension of empire by conquest is conceived to be extinct among the American
people. I confess myself one of those who cherish this
pleasing view of popular feeling even more strongly
than many Americans.
The prospect, therefore, of
the United States seeking to annex Canada by military force is one that, to my mind, may be left out of

nation.
to

account.

But there are other forms of coercion besides that
and these are sometimes advocated as legitimate and effective means of compelling Canada to sever her connexion with Great Britain
and enter into political union with the United States.
The peculiar form of coercive policy proposed has
of physical compulsion,

evidence

of a disposition
is

not confined

away by the exigencies

of rhetoric

The proposed coercion is
merely temporary "plank" inserted into a

or of political partisanship.

not even a

matic

is

The evidence

to unauthoritative utterances of irresponsible individuals, nor even to the electioneering oratory of party

general educational reform.

tion

there

adopt such a policy.

after experience

In his last years, and
had cooled the optimism of his regeneration-zeal period, he often spoke of the hopelessness of his pet projects, and the futility of individual efforts against the power of conservatism, the
dead-weight of stolid ignorance, and the influence of
personal interest and the female instinct of subordina-
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"platform

" for the

purpose

of

strengthening

seems rather to be indissolubly
associated, in some minds at least, with the fiscal
policy which has directed the government of the United
States for many years under Republican rule.
That
policy proceeds on the theory, that the industrial wella party at the polls.

It

being of a nation requires

it to sell as much as possible to other nations, while buying as little as possible
from them in return. Access to the markets of the

United States is therefore considered a boon for which
other nations will always be willing to offer a substantial equivalent
and accordingly it is held to be a wise
policy on the part of the United States to reserve this
boon as a means of wringing from other nations an
;

equivalent benefit for the American people.
As an
obvious logical result of this theory it has been repeatedly contended that Canada may be forced into
valuable concessions to the United States by the offer
of access to their markets
and she has been often
;

explicitly told that,

she wishes unrestricted freedom
of trade with the States, she must assume the same
political relation to

if

them, which they hold

to

one an-

other.

This attitude towards Canada has probably never
found a more explicit advocacy than in a recent number of Tlu Foriini.
Mr. Carnegie has long been a

prominent supporter

of the protective policy

which

has regulated the tariff of the United States.
At the
same time his eminent practical intelligence has maintained a peculiar moderation in his defence and exposition of the policy, adapting it rather to the wants of
his country and of his time than to the requirements

an abstract theory.

He

has also distinguished himviews with regard
to the employment of wealth
and the splendid muof

self

by the advocacy

of very noble
;

nificence of his benefactions proves that his views are
not relegated to the domain of idle theory.
The fact
also, that the beneficiaries of his liberality

have often

:
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been foreigners, proves that the obligations of wealth
are not, in his mind, fettered by a narrow moral nationalism which would interfere with the wider claims
of universal humanity. All this gives a deeper significance to the policy of coercion which he proposes in
Fortunately he is to be comdealing with Canada.

mended for having
makes no attempt
deed take care
wards Canada

to

the courage

of his convictions.

He does
to tone them down.
sentiment
hostile
any
disavow

But

his friendliness

is

that of the father

tariff.

his

But

only

it is

fair to let

I

who

him explain himself

in

am

upon monarchical

I

institutions

power founded

which may always be trusted

at

If Canada were free and inheart to detest the Republican idea.
dependent and threw in her lot with this continent, it would be a
different matter. So long as she remains upon our flank a possible

foe, not upon her own account, but subject to the orders of a European power, and ready to be called by that power to exert her
forces against us even upon issues that may not concern Canada,
I should let her distinctly understand that we view her as a menace
to the peace and security of our country, and I should treat her
accordingly. She should not be in the Union and out of the Union
Therefore, I should tax
at the same time, if I could prevent it.
highly all her products entering the United States and this I
;

should do, not in dislike for Canada but for love of her, in the
hope that it would cause her to realise that the nations upon this
continent are expected to be American nations, and, I trust, finally
one nation so far as the English-speaking portion is concerned. I
should use the rod not in anger but in love but I should use it.
;

She would be

either a

member

of the Republic, or she should

stand for her own self, responsible for her conduct in peace
and war, as other nations are responsible, and she should not
This is, as I
shield herself by calling to her aid a foreign power.
have said, neither free trade nor protection, but it does bear upon

would tax Canadian articles so long as
Canada continued the subordinate of a European power."'
the subject of the

tariff.

I

A

deeper significance is given to these utterances
In
in the same number of 77;;? Forum.
another
by
Policy,"
SenForeign
Blundering
"Our
on
article
an

Lodge says " The Government of Canada is hosThey lose no opportunity of injuring us.
They keep open the question of the fisheries both in

ator

and so on

the Atlantic and in the Pacific, and complicate constantly our relations with Great Britain.

IThe Forum, March,

1S95, p. 25.

tariff,

to

do with Mr. Lodge's indictment

Government

Yet when

they select Can-

of

Canada

or that of
it

is

import that in a single number of
T/u- Forum two writers shoidd give utterance to sentiments of such a similar drift on the policy which the
United States ought to adopt towards Canada. For

certainly of no

little

these are the sentiments of men belonging to the parly
that will rule in the next Congress and probably enough
also in the

White House,

after the next presidential

This fact seems to imply a call to Americans and Canadians alike to look at the subject
with earnest eyes, as one which they may be required
It may not be withto consider practically ere long.
election.

out interest, therefore, to learn how the subject is
viewed by a Canadian; but the misgivings, which oc-

me in connexion with the proposed policy, are
based on universal principles of human nature which
may be pleaded with equal propriety from an American point of view. Fortunately, indeed, Mr. Carnegie
himself starts from a universal law of international
morality, in regard to which he and his opponents
must be agreed. He protests against his proposal
being viewed as a dictate of hostile sentiment, and
contends even that it expresses the truest friendliness
to Canada. This position is peculiarly welcome in the
The United States and the United
present question.
Kingdom represent more fully than any other nation
the ideal to which the political evolution of society is
tending and the disaster to humanity would be simcur to

;

ply incalculable,

common

task of

people governing

if,

instead of co-operating in their

illustrating
itself,

greater

enemy

of the

the practicability of a

they were to waste their ener-

gies in the infliction of injury

human

upon one another.

No

race could well be con-

who should deliberately stir up war
between the two countries, whether on a Canadian issue or on any other. All, therefore, who are interested
in the present question may be assumed to start with
ceived than one

a

common

desire to maintain the friendliest possible

between the United States and Canada.
But Mr. Carnegie contends that the present politi-

relation

:

tile to us.

the Democratic party passes a

in a similar strain.

the Democratic party in the United States; but

if

tages to a country which owes allegiance to a foreign

";

We have nothing

to-

opposed to taxing the food and the necessashould make an exception in regard to products of Canada, and this without regard to the doctrines of either
I think
free trade or protection, but as a matter of high politics.
we betray a lack of statesmanship in allowing commercial advan-

"Although

kind

against either the

own words

ries of the people,

she does so,

in-

he spared the
" LitRussian
of
a
capacity
in
the
fact,
rod. It is, in
"
which
poHcy
describes
the
that
he
Czar,
or
tle Father
would govern his adjustment of the United States
thinks that he would be hating his son

Until
her unite with us entirely or as to tariffs.
it is our obvious policy to exclude her
from our markets and give her no advantages of any
let

He

He
in advocating a coercive policy.
friendligenuine
by
dictated
is
claims that the policy
ness.

If
ada as the country to be particularly favored.
desires the advantages of our great markets,

Canada

cal position of

Canada

is

incompatible with a friendly

United States, and it is upon this
ground that he advocates the exercise of a kindly coThere are
ercion to make her abandon her position.
thus two questions forced upon us: (i) whether the
position of Canada justifies Mr. Carnegie's fears; (2)
whether the policy of coercion, which he advocates,
relation to the
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presents any reasonable probability of being success-

advocated the abolition

ful.

international

The

I.

empire

is

one another, so that all the inducements to peace, all
the deterrent motives against war, must be powerfully
strengthened, and the very prospect of war be almost
entirely removed from the calculations of international
diplomacy. Whatever may be said of this plea, it will
at least be acknowledged that a people, maintaining

sonableness

if

I

trace Mr. Carnegie's

of this fear,

it is

necessary to observe that

in which Canada would be an independent nation independent of
the United States as well as of Great Britain.
It is
simply her connexion with a European power that
forms in his mind a menace to American peace and

Mr. Carnegie does not dread a position

—

In discussing this allegation

useless to bear in

mind

that

war

is

it is

not wholly

a result, not so

the external relations of men, as from their

As long as the unsocial passions of
wide and powerful influence over hu-

internal passions.

men
man

wield their
life,

no ingenuity

possibility of conflict.

has never prevented

of

statecraft can exclude the

The
civil

closest political alliance

war when the

interests of

same
The present genera-

may

rusli into war without regard
world; but if they form part of a
larger federation, they are checked in all their differences with foreign peoples by being obliged to consult
the interests and wishes of the whole federation to

political isolation,
to the

rest of the

which they belong.

would not be difficult to show
connexion of the different
parts of the British Empire has been in the interests
of peace with the rest of the world. On the one hand.
Great Britain must, in international differences, keep
in view the security of all parts of her widely scatIt

that, in this respect, the

tered empire, while not a portion of that empire can
venture upon a transaction in any way menacing to

another nation without considering whether she will
be sustained by the empire to which she belongs. At
this very moment Canada has .adopted a Copyright
Act which, in the opinion of many, would lead to un-

different districts or of different classes in the

pleasantness with the United States,

country became irreconcilable.

nations as well

reminded that the most
war which it has seen was that which raged
for years between different States of the American
Am I wrong in saying that many a patriotic
Union.
American fears at times that the divergent interests of
North and South, of East and West, of agriculture
and manufactures, with the old feud of rich and poor
shaping itself into a life-and-death struggle of democracy with plutocracy, form a far more serious menace
to the peace and security of his country than the attitude or the ambitions of any foreign power? Even the
annexation, therefore, of the Canadian provinces to
the United States could not prevent the possibility of
war.
In truth, under certain contingencies, which
will be noticed immediately, such annexation might
only add to the disintegrating forces already at worktion does not require to be

authors in

terrible

rial

in the

Union.

But the plea

is

that the peril, arising from the posi-

would be removed if she separated
from Great Britain and became an independent na-

tion of Canada,

To

more

not easy to find wherein

It is

consists; but

thought correctly, there are in his mind two facts
which make the position of Canada menacing to the
United States.
I. The first is, that she may be called upon, at the
dictation of a European power, to make war upon the
United States, even upon issues in which her own interests might not be involved.
In estimating the rea-

much from

the

that,

completely nations interchange their respective products, they become the more intimately dependent on

menace

security.

of the restrictions that fettered

They pleaded

Canada as a part of the British
described as "a menace to the peace and
position of

security of our country."
this

trade.

surely an obvious rejoinder, that

all

;

if not with other
but as the Act affects the rights of

parts of the British Empire, the Impe-

Government

has, in

the exercise of

its

constitu-

tional authority, refused to confirm the Act,

and has
thus prevented the international irritation which it
might have caused. There are other instances in which
the connexion of
forced her into a

Canada with the British Empire has
more conciliatory attitude towards

the United States than she might have adopted if she
had been completely independent. The truth is, that
the ardor of Canadian patriotism has repeatedly manifested itself in a complaint that the interests of Canada
were being sacrificed to those of the Empire. Whether
the complaint has been well founded or not, it is at
least a proof that the connexion of Canada with Great
Britain, instead of being a menace to the peace of the
United States, is a far stronger safeguard against any
hostile collision between the two countries than could
possibly be secured by independence.
2. But the danger, arising from Canada's position,
is

ascribed not only to the fact that she

is

subject to

the dangers of international friction are very seriously

another power, but that the power, with which she is
connected, is monarchical. It is, we are told, "a for-

aggravated by nations being independent, and indeed
precisely in proportion to the completeness of their

eign power founded upon monarchical institutions,
which may always be trusted at heart to detest the

tion.

this

independence.

it

is

This gave a favorite argument

to the

great economists of the early part of our century,

who

Republican idea." Here again
the writer's thought.

I

take

it

it is

not easy to follow

that

by "the Repub-
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idea" is meant the essential principle of popular
"the government of the people by the
government,
lican

—

people for the people." But why are British institutions described as in any way out of harmony with
It is quite true that British
this political principle?
but are they
institutions are in a sense monarchical
with
popular govso in any sense that is incompatible
unqualified
sense of
the
ernment ? A monarchy, in
;

government

which supreme

the term,

is

of course a

authority

is

vested in the will of a single individual.

But

it

in

requires no profound knowledge either

of polit-

such permanent obstruction, the constitution provides
an easy remedy the power of the obstructive majority in the Upper House could be swamped by the
;

number

ministry creating a sufficient

ministry, indeed, which ventured

themselves would generally make sure

constitution

it is

not to be overlooked that the British

not one that has been formed by a

single stroke of legislation

unaccustomed
origin

is

to

and imposed upon a people

the usages which

very different from that.

it

implies.

Its

All the inspiring

traditions of political history in Britain,

all

the polit-

which the struggles of that history have
trained, have woven the ideas and sentiments of popular government into the very fibre of British political
There are not a few Americans who will join me
life.
in questioning whether their own constitution furnishes
a more effective method of realising the deliberate will
of the people than that which is provided by the British constitution and the usages of political life in BritAmericans, indeed, are apt to be misled by a
ain.

ical habits

superficial analogy into

monarch

the illusion, that the British

like their president, a real ruler, instead

is,

being merely the pro forma head that, standing
above all parties and their changes, forms a living
symbol of the unity and continuity of national life. A
similar analogy seems to produce at times a similar
mistake with regard to the real function of the British

of

House

Not only is the obstructive power
chamber compared with that of the American

of Lords.

of this

Senate, but

is

it

consequence

even imagined to be vastly greater

political

life

as from the

chamber

of the fact that the

of hereditary peers.

is

in

composed

But here again the evolution

of

has taken from the Lords as completely

monarch

all

power

of

permanent obstruc-

tion to the popular will as constitutionally expressed
in

the

and

House

of

Commons.

If

the Lords attempted

sup-

It

does indeed ques-

questions reasonably at times, whether the

it

measures, sent up from the Lower House, would be
sustained by the voice of the people

and

;

in

this re-

has become an effective safeguard of popular
rights against any abuse by the Commons of the power
with which they are temporarily entrusted.
Notwithspect

it

standing

all

the obloquy that has recently been heaped

upon the House
Rule, that

people to

Lords by the advocates

of

House

It is

of

Home

defending the right of the
have an opportunity of pronouncing upon
is

really

such a radical change

Kingdom
is

that, in

But in truth the House of Lords
shows no desire or purpose to set itself in persistent

is

Moreover

A

a drastic

of their constituents.

tion,

joyed.

peers.

porting the ministry, they would retain the confidence

opposition to the popular will.

government of Great Britain is not monarchical. The
form of a monarchy is indeed retained, but the form
alone. The question may of course be raised, whether
the British people have done wisely in retaining even
the form of monarchical government after eliminating
But that question does not
its essential principle.
fact
in which we are interested
The
here.
concern us
have
attained a government
people
British
is, that the
monarchical forms, is
under
on
carried
while
which,
people have ever enas
any
popular
completely
yet as

new

measure, would require to be very sure of retaining
the confidence of the Commons, and the Commons

ical

science or of British history to learn that, if this
what we are to understand by monarchy, then the

of

upon such

in the constitution of the

before the change

is

finally

United

adopted.

comprehend how British
to be in any way calcudetestation of "the republican

therefore difficult to

institutions can be

supposed

lated to produce a

There is probably not a single Canadian who
does not believe that, under British institutions, we
enjoy a more effective government of the people by
the people and for the people than could be secured
by the methods of the American Constitution. If ever
the Provinces of the Dominion become States of the
Union, there is little doubt that they will unanimously
demand the retention of their own system of responsible government.
II. But let us waive the conclusion to which the
above reasoning points. Let it be admitted, for the
idea."

nonce, that the position of Canada as a part of the

Empire is a real menace to the United States,
and that therefore American policy ought to aim at
the annexation or independence of the Dominion. The
question is still unanswered, whether the policy proposed by Mr. Carnegie is likely to secure its object.
This object may, for clearness of discussion, be viewed
under two aspects. The proposed policy aims first at
the /w///<v//(7/(' object of injuring the industries of CanBritish

ada, but with the ultiinate object of coercing her to

sever her connexion with Great Britain,
the United States.

if

not to join

aims so certain
as to justify the policy by which they are to be attained

Is either of these

?

The iniiiiediate object of inflicting injury upon
Canada is advocated by Mr. Carnegie "without reI.

gard to the doctrines of free trade or protection," but

THE OPEN COURT.
he acknowledges that "it does bear upon the subject
That is to say, the proposed poHcy of

of the tariff."

coercion assumes the certainty of particular results
anticipated from a

tive tariff in the

mediate object
with certainty:
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United States, and that thus the imbe attained
still the question is undecided, whether

of a coercive policy could

not indeed to be denied that one nation can injure

would secure the iilti)nate object of coercing
separate from Great Britain.
It must be
borne in mind that a tariff, thus expressly designed as
an attack upon Canada, would be liostile it would
certainly, in its ethical import, though not in the tech-

American demand may

nical definitions of international law, be an act of ivar.

stimulate various industries in foreign countries, and

It is useless to plead that there is no intention to make
any military or naval demonstrations against Canada,

Now,

it is

protective

or prohibitory

tariff.

precisel}' the uncertainty of the anticipated

results that justifies doubt with regard to the success
of the policy

proposed

another by an exclusive

may

tariff.

It is

become dependent on the markets of
United States. They may, therefore, certainly be

these
the

Canada.

for the injury of

thus

ruined by a sufficiently restrictive
thetic imagination

maybe

left to

tariff,

and sympa-

picture the suffering

which may thus be caused among an industrious and
unoffending population.
But the injury produced in
this way must at worst be temporary.
Labor will not
continue to be expended in occupations that are not
remunerative, and it requires merely time to readjust
the employments of the laborers injured.
Such readjustments are perpetually rendered inevitable by
the numerous vicissitudes to which trade is subject.
Indeed, until we adopt a larger measure of concerted
action in the production and distribution of wealth, it
may be questioned whether the distress caused by a
revolutionary invention like the steam-loom is not
greater than any which nations can inflict upon one
another by hostile tariffs.
Let it be granted then that Canada may be really
injured by exclusion from the markets of the United

The

States.

extent of the injury possible or probable

cannot be determined without an infinitude of statistical detail in reference to the trade between the two
countries
and even after the most industrious stud}'
of statistics the conclusion would be uncertain.
We
find it difficult to compass the manifold complicaiions
of existing social phenomena, and we are completely
;

baffled

may

in

arise

trying to calculate the contingencies that

when men

are driven by the struggle for

existence, or allured by the temptations of luxurj', or

stimulated by heroic endeavor and self-sacrifice.

But
any case, Mr. Carnegie's party has already gauged
pretty accurately the extent of the damage which can
No adminbe inflicted upon Canada by their policy.
in

istration is likely to venture farther in

than the
ley.

tariff

But

it

associated with the
is

name

a patent fact that

this direction
of

Mr. McKin-

during the years

which have passed since that tariff was adopted, the
people of Canada have suffered less from industrial
depression than the people whom it was designed to
Evidently coercionists must harden their
benefit.
sympathies to face a much wider desolation among
the people

whom

they intend to coerce.

2. But grant that the industrial life of Canada
could be completely paralysed by a sufficiently restric-

this result

Canada

to

;

hi its spirit the policy of coercion would be an act of
war as thoroughly as if the United States were to send
armies and gunboats to shatter the factories and ravage the fields of Canada.
Nor is the policy rendered
less truly hostile by the plea that the rod of coercion
would be used, "not in anger, but in love." Probably
most of the great military conquerors, certainly many,
defended their conquests by a similar philanthropic
plea.
They claimed the right to decide what political
alliance was best for the country invaded, and to coerce it into the acceptance of their decision. Such an
assumption was not out of harmony with the ideas of

the militant civilisations of the Old World
but it is
an anachronism amid Anglo-Saxon civilisation at the
close of the nineteenth century, and a political sole;

cism on the continent of North America.
For the
usurpation by the United States of a right to decide
the polity of Canada would be treason to the immortal truths out of which they took their origin.
If the

American

colonies, in declaring their independence,

did not proclaim the inalienable right of all peoples to
secure life, liberty, and happiness under such forms

government as they voluntarily elect, then the history of the Revolution has been wholly misread.
But even if the proposed policy of coercion were

of

justifiable in

what

the light of the highest righteousness,

might it be expected to produce upon Canadian sentiment towards the United States ? To forecast the effect Americans are not left entirely to conjecture.
They know that, about the middle of last
century, the thirteen colonies, out of which the United
States have grown, seemed so divergent in their interests, that their union was very generally believed
to be an impossibility.
But whenever a policy of
coercion was adopted by the British Government with
the view of imposing on them political measures to
which they had not given their consent, they became
at once united against a common foe.
History is not
effect

without parallel instances.
cially signalised

as likely to

One of these may be specome home to Mr. Car-

negie himself.

At the beginning of the thirteenth
century the word Scot was but the name of one among
a number of heterogeneous races inhabiting North
Britain.

Ere the century closed these had been welded

—
-v*

v^
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supposed that, with the disintegrating forces already
at work in the Union, the new States would be no
longer "a menace to the peace and security of our

by the great Plantagenet, whose curious epitaph fitly dubs him the Hammer of the Scots MalFew will deny that the main idea,
leus Scotorum.
which governed Edward's policy, was in the interests
It evidently aimed
of general peace and orosperity.
the different parts
all
government
at uniting under one
Wales
as well as Engand
of the island,— Scotland
in the method
lay
Edward
of
But the mistake
land.
Carnegie has
Mr.
And
idea.
his
adopted for realising
resents
which
spirit,
the
that
no reason to anticipate
in Candied
out
purpose
has
good
coercion even for a

into one

country

sentiment

a

of national union.

Is

it

Throughout the above argument

Young

white heat, such as would fuse
Canada,
" We may differ
resolute will
one
into
all differences
country should
our
of
future
the
what
in opinion as to
into a fierce

:

one point on which we are all agreed
it is to be, shall be decided by
whatever
our future,
it shall not be forced upon us
election
our own free
power." And there is no
foreign
of
a
by the dictation
not generously acknowlwould
who
genuine American
coercion, not the
resisting
Canadians
edge, that the
representatives
true
the
were
it,
politicians adopting
of the Revoluheroes
the
animated
that
of the spirit
whether
question
may
Carnegie
Mr.
course
Of
tion.
in Cannatures
heroic
of
number
sufficient
there is a

NOTES.

:

;

ada

and protection but it is obvious that the question
would be completely altered if either the United States
or Canada or both were to adopt a policy of free trade.
I have also avoided all discussion on the desirability
of annexation or independence for Canada. The truth
is, if I were an American citizen, patriotically eager
to see the Canadian Provinces becoming States in the
Union, I should have felt myself free to condemn, in
stronger language than I have used, any attempt to
attain the object desired by coercive methods.
I believe that such an attempt would simply tend to create
a feeling of irritation on both sides, which might not
only defer the political union of the two countries for
generations, but even mar the pleasantness of intercourse which they enjoy at present.
;

not

be, but there is

have followed

I

discussion by reference to the doctrines of free trade

just possible that the storm of indignation, stirred by
a deliberate attempt at foreign coercion, might fan the

national sentiment, smouldering in the heart of

"

Mr. Carnegie's lead, and avoided complicating the

It is a matter of seriada or among men in general.
that the Provinces
Canadians,
many
ous concern with
not only by geodivided,
are
so
Dominion
of their
and relilinguistic,
racial,
but
by
graphical situation,
or
sustain
evoke
to
difficult
it
is
that
gious differences,

among them

?

to accept the poverty inflicted

preference to national humiliation.

But men have

no rash assertion.

by his policy in
that I hazard

On

often, before this,

preferred poverty with honor to riches with disgrace
and they can do it again. The advocates of coercion
must therefore calculate on the possibility of being
confronted with a competent number of ardent leaders
;

Tibctnn

77/t'

Organ of

Canada, begins a series of
of the

Buddha,"

in

thd

Tibetan Mission

articles

on

"The

Union, Toronto,

Life and Teachings

the hope of dispelling the ignorance and in-

difference regarding both the founder and the religion of Budread in this article: "
shall never gain the nondhism.

We

We

we

and
and love take the place of the contempt
which is now so general, and the only excuse for which is, that it
is largely based upon ignorance."
The Tibetans will be benefited by Christian missions sent in
this spirit, and it is to be hoped that they will learn through Christian missionaries how far their present religion is removed from
Their trust in ritualism, their
the original teachings of Buddha.
superstitious fears, their hierarchical institutions are un-Buddhistic, and the Christians who come to them are nearer to Buddha
than their own lamas.
Let the Tibetans receive the Gospel of
Christ, and let Christian countries receive the Gospel of Buddha.
Only by keeping our minds open to all views, can we learn to discriminate and to hold fast that which is good.
Christian nations until

treat their religions with justice,

until courtesy, respect,

Canada, who would refuse to sell their birthright
as free men for any mess of the richest pottage which
the markets of the United States could supply.
But now, to bring the whole argument to a close,
suppose the worst comes to the worst with Canada,

THE OPEN COURT

and the policy of coercion accomplishes all that its
most hopeful advocates anticipate. The Canadian

E. C.

in

people struggle

for

industrial existence for a time
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and, realising at last the hopelessness of the struggle,
The United
yield to what appears an inevitable fate.
border,
northern
their
along
have,
then
would
States
instead of a friendly foreign power, a number of new
States with some five millions of people sitting in sullen discontent at having been unwillingly forced into
Is it to be
the Union by the rod of tariff coercion.
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